1. Reset Heading Indicator
2. Find Exact Location (Place point in Route)
3. Note Time
4. Turn to Approximate Heading
5. Find Alternate Airport and place in Route
6. Info from Nav Log Page and Lower Info Bar
   a. Mag Heading
   b. Distance
   c. Fuel Required
   d. Time Required
   e. Approx Ground Speed
7. Verify TAS on ASI
8. Check Altitude (Hemispherical Rule)
9. Contact ATC/FSS and Advise of New Destination
    Altitude Changes
10. Use Airport info Page to verify Destination info
    AWOS / ASOS / ATIS
    CTAF / Tower
    Ground
    Airport Elevation
    Traffic Pattern Altitude
    Traffic Pattern for Runway

DRAW RUNWAY DIAGRAM & PATTERN ENTRY

COMPLETE IN-RANGE CHECKLIST

NOW!